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Gift Card & Northwood’s Quilt Winners

Important Dates
On the Lake

WinterRama
Saturday,
January 3, 2015
Nelson Lake Landing

2015 Annual Meeting
Saturday,
June 13, 2015
Hayward Vet’s Center

Garage Sale
Bi-Yearly
July 10 & 11, 2015
Lenroot Town Hall
Parking Lot

Winners:
Northwoods Quilt - Laurie Poppe
$500 Visa Gift Card - Brad Amundson
with Bill Wilcox, president NLA

Nelson Lake Picnic
Saturday,
August 8, 2015
Nelson Lake Landing
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715-634-2909
Secretary
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715-634-3134
Treasurer
Casey Stangl
715-699-1213

———Rick Lindner
715-634-4290
Gordy Christians
715-634-3156
Diane Cooper
715-634-2800
Dan Vertanen
715-634-6780
John Welter
715-634-4175
Terri Burton
715-558-8765
Chris Sanger
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

By Bill Wilcox

It has been a busy summer for the Lake Association and I thought
it would be well to take some time to let everyone know the activities we have been involved in:
Buoys: The summer starts with replacing the ice spars (winter
buoys) with the summer buoys. There are now 15 that get replaced twice a year, spring and fall.
Water Clarity: We are still taking water clarity measurements
(Secchi Disk) in 3 locations throughout the summer. The data is
entered into a DNR data base to track any long term changes to
the lake.
Water Chemistry: Water samples are taken at one location
throughout the summer and sent to the State Lab and analyzed
for chlorophyll and total phosphorus. Again, looking for long term
changes to the lake.
Boat Inspection: We applied for and were granted a DNR Grant
to cover 75% of the cost of the boat launch inspectors at the 2 boat
launches. The inspectors covered both of the launches nearly every weekend from May to September.
Fyke Netting Survey: We assisted the DNR with the spring fyke
netting survey. The results are covered in this newsletter.
Fish Sticks: The fish sticks project this winter will be on the
south side of the Big Island. In preparation for that project we
flagged approximately 45 trees to be dropped into the lake and
cabled back to the shore as soon as there is safe ice to work on.
Senior Fishing: We provided the NLA pontoon and a Captain for
the Fishing Has No Boundaries senior fishing day on the lake.
AIS Monitoring: There are 31 sections of shoreline assigned to
NLA members to be monitored at least twice a year for aquatic
invasive species as well as all the public and private boat launch
areas.
AIS Coffee Sessions: We participated in the AIS Coffee Sessions
conducted by the Sawyer County AIS Coordinator, Kristy Maki,
to share what the State, County, and Lake Associations are doing
to control or prevent the spread of aquatic invasive species.
News Letter: We published 2 newsletters to keep the NLA members informed on key topics.
Annual Picnic: We had our annual picnic where everyone enjoyed
good food and good friends.
WinterRama: We will wrap up the year with WinterRama, again
good food and good friends.
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2013/2014 NLA Scholarship Winner
Jake McKusker was the recipient of the
NLA $500 scholarship. The scholarship
was available to a graduating Hayward
High School student who will be attending an accredited college or vocational
school enrolled in preferably Natural
Resources or environmental studies. It
will be awarded at the beginning of the
second semester of school after a grade
report is sent to the Nelson Lake Association showing a successful first semester GPA 2.0 or higher and proof of second semester enrollment. Jake was an
outstanding student and will do well.

FROM THE TREASURER
FINANCIAL REPORT
As of September 30, 2014, the end of the second
quarter, we have $8,839.58 in our Peoples Bank
checking account and $24,642.38 in the Capital One
Money Market account. Our funds total $33,481.96
The amount in each account is:
General fund: $23,017.65
Fish & Wildlife fund: $2,951.08
Invasive Species fund: $7,733.31
Lakes projects: $220.08

MEMBERSHIP
We currently have 246 paid memberships. I
want to welcome the many new members that
joined us this year and thank everyone for
their continued support.

By Casey Stangl
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Nelson Lake Spring Survey Round-up

By Max Wolter—WDNR Fisheries Biologist

Greetings Nelson Lake Folks,
The Hayward DNR Fisheries Management Team conducted a fyke netting survey on Nelson
Lake from May 7-10, 2014. Fyke nets work by “funneling” fish into a pot and are particularly
effective for walleye, northern pike, black crappie, and yellow perch. The fish are not harmed
and all fish captured in this survey were released alive. The nets were spread throughout the
whole lake and were fished overnight for several nights (you may have seen the white DNR
buoys out there). During the netting we marked walleye with a fin clip so we could estimate
total population size later on.
Walleye were captured at a moderate rate but it is the size of fish in the survey that was most
encouraging. Many young adult walleye (14-17 inches) were captured. Walleye in this size
range had been rare in Nelson Lake over the last decade as natural recruitment dropped to
very low levels. Extended growth walleye stocking was initiated in 2005 through both the Nelson Lake Association and the DNR and occurred in most years since that time at a rate of approximately 5 per acre. While it cannot be determined conclusively, it seems likely than many
of the smaller adult walleye appearing in this survey are the product of those stocking efforts.

With our partners in the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission (GLIFWC) we
shocked the entire shoreline of the lake looking for marked walleye. By comparing the proportion of marked to unmarked fish we captured it is possible to estimate the total number of
adult walleye in the lake. Although the estimate is still preliminary, it looks positive. In 2009
we were at 0.6 adult walleye per acre in Nelson Lake. By 2014 we were able to more than double that to 1.4 per acre. This is still fewer walleye than in the past, but it is encouraging to see
this pattern turn around after many years of decline. We plan to continue to stock walleye,
now at a higher rate and every other year, and hope to add to the adult population over time.
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Nelson Lake Spring Survey Round-up

By Max Wolter—WDNR Fisheries Biologist

Northern pike were captured at a relatively low rate but size structure was excellent with
many fish over 30 inches appearing in the sample. A combination of the 32 inch minimum
length limit and a decline in esocid lymphosarcoma (a disease which had been afflicting the
population in recent years) has led to one of the highest quality pike fisheries in the area.

Black crappie were captured at a relatively high rate but with generally poor size. Similar
patterns of crappie abundance and size have been observed in other lakes where walleye
numbers have dropped. The lack of an effective predator on small crappie allows them to pull
off overly large year classes which slows down growth. It is our hope that with walleye potentially rebounding, crappie size will improve.

In conclusion, there are quite a few reasons to be optimistic about the future of Nelson Lake.
We are seeing more young adult walleye, less small largemouth bass, and a strong pike population. Panfish need a little help, but we think we could see improvements there soon. While
the results have not been as quick or as drastic as we would like, the current management
plan does seem to have us headed in the right direction. The DNR is committed to stocking extended growth walleye in 2015 at 10 per acre. The regulations for walleye and bass will be remaining the same for the time being and we still encourage the harvest of smaller largemouth
bass (my personal cut-off is usually bass less than 14 inches).
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Nelson Lake Spring Survey Round-up

By Max Wolter—WDNR Fisheries Biologist

Yellow perch were not particularly abundant in this survey but are still considered an important part of the Nelson Lake fish community. Perch provide excellent prey for both walleye
and northern pike. Habitat enhancements like “fish sticks” have the potential to improve
perch reproduction which could have positive impacts on the entire fish community.

A second electrofishing survey was conducted on June 5, 2014. Electrofishing is done in a modified boat where electrical current is directed through booms into the water. Fish are temporarily stunned which allows us to scoop them up. Eight miles were shocked throughout the
lake for this survey with largemouth bass and bluegill as the target species.
Largemouth bass were considerably less abundant in this survey (11 per mile) than in the last
survey of this type (done in 2011 when we found 40 per mile). Based on how large this drop
was we believe that the difference is somewhat related to survey conditions (temperatures
were fluctuating during the 2014 survey). Regardless, it is probably safe to say that largemouth bass abundance has decreased to some extent in Nelson Lake in recent years. Also encouraging is that the average size has increased slightly since the last survey. Both patterns
are positive signs that this population, and the fish community as a whole, may be moving toward its traditional balance which should provide better fishing for walleye and bigger largemouth bass.
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Nelson Lake Spring Survey Round-up

By Max Wolter—WDNR Fisheries Biologist

Bluegill were captured in moderate abundance but the sample was dominated by fish between
6 and 8 inches. This is a population that should be attractive to anglers and also may provide
an indicator that young walleye are on the rise in the lake. The number of small bluegill (<6
inches) was much lower than the last survey. This may be because of an increase in abundance of young walleye which are an effective predator on bluegill. If walleye can be reestablished as a dominant predator and the existing panfish regulations are complied with, it seems
plausible that Nelson Lake could once again become a trophy bluegill destination.

Volunteer Rick Lindner with a net full of young adult walleye from the 2014 Nelson
Lake survey.
Many thanks to Bill Wilcox, Rick Lindner, John Welter, Cory Nelson, Zach Nelson, and Ryan
Hexum who volunteered to help out with our surveys.
Good luck fishing everyone!
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Minnow Race Winners:
Tucker Yard and Endre Brumbaugh
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